
Questions for Jonathan Walsh ahead of FCNBOC  

[Clubfans United] Hey there, Jonathan, as usual, please introduce yourselves to our readers, or to stay 

with English football chants: “Who are ya?” 

[Jonathan Walsh] Good morning, good evening and good afternoon! I’m Jonathan Walsh. I’m 20 and I 

cover 2. Bundesliga for Bundesliga Fanatic, I’m a co-host on The Score and commentate on Northern 

Ireland games for the blind and partially sighted. I’m also at Ulster University studying Journalism 

with History, with a view to living and working in Germany some day. 

[Clubfans United] It’s a tad unusual for a bloke from Northern Ireland to follow #meinVfL. It must be 

more than Belfast and Bochum both starting with a “B”. Tell us how that came about.  

[Jonathan Walsh] I was heading to Germany for the first time and had only planned to head for 

Borussia Dortmund vs Eintracht Braunschweig. We arrived on the Friday and I insisted on going to 

another game. The options were 1. FC Köln vs SV Sandhausen or Bochum vs FC St. Pauli. I picked the 

latter and sat in with the FCSP fans, who are totally out of this world. But for whatever reason, 

Bochum appealed to me more and I’ve been stuck with the bug ever-since. So, out of a possible six 

teams I somehow ended up with the one blessed by Herbert Grönemeyer – lucky or what? 

[Clubfans United] On Twitter you’re very vocal about your quest for more media exposure for the 2. 

Bundesliga. Why do think it deserves more attention? And how is it received and perceived in the UK 

and Ireland? 

[Jonathan Walsh] I think it’s the best league in the world. Hands down, no questions asked. No 

league is of such a high standard that the football is great and the experience is pure. The fans are 

phenomenal and the nicest people around, the Twitter community is fantastic and one of the best 

environments to be in. But what other league in the world can you pay €9 for a ticket, which covers a 

return journey from Düsseldorf to Bochum and back – and catch a match? 

There are so many wonderful personalities and clubs with their own stories, be it Hardi and 

Sandhausen, Nowag’s ducks and Fortuna or our dearly beloved Dave Bulthuis. No other league has 

such fantastic backdrops with teams who don’t take themselves too seriously. There’s a lot to love 

about the league, people just need to know it’s there. 

There are a lot of FCSP fans here, but also quite a few who have a soft spot for various clubs. Bochum 

and Leicester are into their 10th year of fan-friendship, but other clubs also have links. Anyone I know 

who has watched the league has been surprised by how fantastic it is, and if anyone needs selling 

then Matchday 6 is the perfect example of what the league is all about. Refereeing decisions beyond 

belief, drama, lots of goals and Manuel Stiefler losing a football. Awesome! 

[Clubfans United] You’ve mentioned ticket prices, so let’s focus on the issue of commercialization. Is 

there any antidote to the spread of “modern football” (to steal a term from the ultras that doesn’t 

encompass false nines but false tax returns)? Or would the only consistent thing for opponents of 

commercialization to do be going down to the grass-roots level and not supporting professional 

football at all? 

[Jonathan Walsh] It’s hard to say what the right thing is to do. I’m a big fan of 50+1, despite the flaws, 

and also of clubs remaining as e.Vs. I know FCN have postponed the idea of moving to an AG 

situation, but the vote for Bochum is coming up on October 7th and I will certainly be voting to ensure 

we remain as an e.V. I know that going to grass-roots has been a rhetoric used by those at less 

traditional clubs, shall we saw, but clubs like FCN and Bochum are still very much traditional. 



You only have to look around the Ruhrstadion to know that the club isn’t hell bent on 

commercialization (yet). Martin Kind and Bild’s anti-Ultra rhetoric is incredibly dangerous for football 

culture. It’s clear that not everything the ultras do is good, but they still create the atmosphere and 

they’re a massive influence on the club. 

Kind’s constant insistence on professionalism drives me up the wall – why is everyone trying to take 

the emotion out of football? Who are they to do this? The less said about RB Leipzig, the better. I 

wouldn’t want to speak negatively about the revival of east German football, the giver to people in 

Leipzig and the real fairytale in German football. *sarcasm*  

 [Clubfans United] What’s the football in Northern Ireland like in comparison to German football? The 

national team is doing exceptionally well, getting into the Round of 16 at the Euros, going out against 

Germany, now they’re guaranteed a play-off place for Russia 2018. What happened, just four years 

ago you lost 3-2 to Luxembourg? It can’t be the strength of the domestic league. 

[Jonathan Walsh] Not near the same level, but we have passionate supporters and passionate people 

inside the game. It might not have the glitz and glamour, but there’s very rarely a dull weekend in the 

Irish League and it’s great to have a true, down to earth set of players that you know are having to do 

a day’s work on the Monday. Michael O’Neill is the savior of this country, and I would trust him with 

anything. 

The next set of games will be interesting, I just hope we can be one of the seeded teams to avoid 

Portugal and Italy. If that happens, I’m confident of making a trip to Russia. What’s happened over 

the last four years has been nothing short of incredible, and our fans still can’t quite get past the fact 

we can score goals. It’s a wonderful environment. 

 [Clubfans United] Before we delve into Bochum in detail; since you follow 2. Bundesliga very 

attentively would you like to comment on how FCN is doing this season. How many games did you 

see? Who stood out in your view? Is Michael Köllner the right coach for this team? 

[Jonathan Walsh] I really like FCN, I’ve always had a soft spot for them. You have lovely fans on 

Twitter, by the way. I’ve seen all the games thus far, although watching 2/3/4 at once makes it hard 

to keep track of exact details. The team were very unlucky against St. Pauli and bounced back in the 

perfect way at Duisburg, and the fact Mikael Ishak has found his scoring boots could be vital. 

I am over the moon that Patrick Erras is fit once again, I think he is a very special talent. The same of 

course goes for all the other great youngsters, and Eduard Löwen. I think he is probably the most 

underrated player from the start, along with Thorsten Kirschbaum. Both Tim Leibold and Enrico 

Valentini have done well on the wings, as has Hanno Behrens in the middle. 

Overall, I think FCN have a very solid squad that is coming together nicely. Köllner seems to be going 

about all these things in the right way to make everything fit together. I hope he can get them 

promoted so all these great youngsters can stay together. I’ve said it before, but FCN are a 

Bundesliga team and these are Bundesliga quality youngsters. Löwen and Erras can be even better 

than that. 

[Clubfans United] FCN and VfL share a former coach in Gertjan Verbeek. His dismissal in preseason 

seemed to come out of the blue. What’s your take on Verbeek as a coach and on the firing? Was it 

deserved? And if so was the point in time the right one? 

[Jonathan Walsh] Despite quite a lot of people being negative towards Verbeek, I always liked him. 

He infuriated me at times, but equally he was a man of very high moral standing and I can respect 

that. Even if he didn’t have the best of times with Christian Streich. 



How he called out Bild for the “zwei Partien” between the refugees and their constant campaigns 

made me proud to have him as coach, as he wasn’t prepared to sit and accept everything leveled at 

him. I don’t think anyone is still 100% on the exact circumstances surrounding his sacking, but it 

seems like it was going to happen sooner or later. The timing was terrible, but this is what happens 

when things come to a head.  

[Clubfans United] The new coach at Castroper Straße is Ismail Atalan. What impression do you have 

of him and the style of football Bochum play under his stewardship? 

[Jonathan Walsh] I like Atalan, he seems like a confident guy but perhaps one that will need time. A 

solid season this year should bode well and I believe we can move forward from there. I don’t see the 

team being too dissimilar to what it was under Verbeek, and his decision-making has been a little 

strange at times. For example, not starting Diamantakos instead of Johannes Wurtz this weekend. 

These are minor points, but I hope things work out as he’s quite clearly a talented coach. 

[Clubfans United] Two wins, one draw, three defeats, the first six games had a bit of everything for 

Bochum. Are you disappointed in the start, since some experts had Bochum tipped as on of the 

promotion favorites? 

[Jonathan Walsh] Yes, for sure. Though after watching the team in Bielefeld do absolutely everything 

that is physically possible apart from score, things have turned around. The next few games will be 

crucial, as I feel momentum after the international break will decide who gets the best run until 

Christmas. I think promotion will come a little too soon this year, I’ll blame myself for putting 

Bochum in my kicktipp as a promoted side. 

We’ll see how things go, with how close the table is a win could take us four points from top spot. 

While not getting carried away, an awful set of results could see us fall into 17th. So.. please be kind 

on Thursday?  

[Clubfans United] Sidney Sam, Alexander Merkel, Felix Bastians, Tim Hoogland, Robbie Kruse, Lukas 

Hinterseer, there’s a lot of Bundesliga experience in the current Bochum squad. Who are the central 

figures for the team in your opinion? And who is Bochum’s Edu Löwen (player not everyone knows but 

everyone should know and has a bright future)? 

[Jonathan Walsh] Felix Bastians will forever be a true footballing cult hero for me. He is the Bochum 

Beckenbauer, not just because his runs forward are fantastic, but he has a true bond with the fans 

and the city. I would say Felix Dornebusch is in a similar position, he seems to be just a passionate 

and the fact he’s getting a chance in goal is great. Hoogland is the other real mainstay, along with 

Toto Losilla. These are the three players who have been fit enough to feature regularly over the past 

few years. 

I think Robbie Kruse is going to develop into one of the key players, and his recent form is a great 

sign. I hope and pray Dimitrios Diamantakos starts on Thursday after how good he has been off the 

bench. Kevin Stöger is coming along nicely now that his injury problems seem to be over. *crosses 

fingers* 

As for the youth players, Görkem Saglam is probably the main highlight. He also identifies with 

Bochum, with is a great start to prevent RB Leipzig from taking more of our youngsters. Maxim 

Leitsch has done okay in defence, and Tom Baack looks to be a great talent. Vangelis Pavlidis and 

Ulrich Bapoh are exciting attackers, and the U19 are currently top of the A-Junioren Bundesliga West. 

The pipeline is promising, I just hope these guys get a chance. 



[Clubfans United] Bochum are Nürnberg’s bogey team in the 2. Bundesliga. Eight games, two draws, 

six defeats, no win. Why is that and do you think this might change on Thursday? 

[Jonathan Walsh] To be honest, I have no idea. We’ve lost pretty much every decent record against 

any opponent we’ve ever played recently but somehow this has stuck. I have to be honest, I don’t 

hold much hope if FCN play as they did against Duisburg. 

It was an incredible attacking display, and we’ll struggle if that performance is repeated. That said, 

we’ve been at our best when no-one expects anything of us and this could be one of those games. 

[Clubfans United] Cheers! As a final question, we always ask: What will one of your players answer 

the on-field reporter when asked: “What happened?” and “What’s next?” 

[Jonathan Walsh] I’ll give you two scenarios. We win thanks to Sidney Sam, and he talks about how 

we’re back on track and how it’s important to keep this form until the international break. 

Or, Felix Bastians has to talk about how poor we are at defending set-pieces and that everything 

must change at the weekend. To that I say, it’s one game where I’m thankful Sebastian Kerk is 

injured. 

 

 


